
December 17, 2019 

 

It has been a while since my thoughts have been published  in the Journal.   No particular reason other 

than there were either too many or too few things to talk about.  Last week, I did write, and thought I 

sent it to be printed.  It was put on our city website...Thanks, Jane, for your help.....and then I discover 

that it is  not in the paper.  I finally found the time to do some exploring and find that although I sent it, 

in fact early, it did not leave my house until Wednesday morning, too late for publication.  Apparently 

my internet was not connecting with my computer for a day or so.  That is my fault.  I am not very 

knowledgeable on the subject of the net, the web, the ????   I will try to do better at checking the things 

that need to be checked.  Apologies especially to the Journal, as I know they have a spot for me and 

expect it to be filled.   

Now, a quick catch up.  We are happy that the snow has not required a lot of extra work time.  

However, we are cognizant of the fact that the winter is not over.  In the meantime, the guys have put 

some very productive hours into the auditorium.  The new furnaces are installed, and the air conditioner 

part will come when the weather is more conducive to that process.  The enclosure is built, painted, and 

the storage space created around the units is getting organized.  

We have employed Lisa Skroch in the office on a part time basis.  She will be helping with the closing 

of the accounts in preparation of our audit.  We have contracted with the state auditors to perform those 

duties.  Jane St. John has donated some of her time to help us update the web site and will continue to 

do that.  If you have things you would like on our site, just let us know. 

We have completed one winter and one summer since I became your mayor.  I drive around quite often 

and observe the streets, the yards, the houses, etc.  Now is a great time to do that with the beautiful 

Christmas decorations.  I have put a bit of the season into the office by using my Santa's and the neat 

tree created by CW Manufacturers of the the Crofton High School.  I have not, as yet, put anything up 

in my own house or yard.  Each of us is different.  We work on a different time clock.  We appreciate a 

different type of decor.  I am appreciative of all of those differences.  In fact I love variety.   

As much as I understand variety, there are some things that a city must require to be constant and 

consistent.  Sidewalks, lights, set backs for buildings, utility easements, and other considerations must 

be a part of the overall plan of a city.  Each city, as well as the state, has ordinances that deal with the 

problems commonly associated with safety and health.  In those ordinances, there is careful 

consideration of properties that might be a physical or health hazard to the occupants or the occupants 

of adjacent or near properties.  Many of the laws fall under the heading of “nuisance properties.”  

Crofton's ordinances address this concern.  There is a list of things that require the attention of the 

owner.  Overgrown grass and shrubs, openings in structures, abandoned vehicles, scattered debris such 

as papers, cans, and old tires or lumber, all, can present a physical or health hazard.   Several city 

entities, such as  the planning and zoning, the comprehensive planning,  the Crofton city Council, the 

Police Department, the Health and Safety Committee, and the Mayor, have the responsibility to be 

attentive to, informed of, and action oriented in dealing with nuisance properties.   

The extremes of Nebraska weather often encourages unwanted wild life to seek shelter in unattended 

areas.  The stench of scattered waste can be offensive to all in the area.  The neighbor who works to 

have a beautiful lawn is overshadowed by the next door property which is defined by the tangled 

growth of vegetation or the rusty parts of an abandoned vehicle.  As we appreciate the beauty of the 

lights of Christmas,  we should not be faced with an offensive scene of a neglected property.   

 

As we work step by step to continue the service of the city, we will be concentrating on the nuisance 

properties in the hopes of making our little city even more beautiful....this...a promise  

 

From the Mayor's Desk.............Sharol 
 


